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Abstract 

This research seeks to identify online participants’ disposi-
tion and skills. A prototype dashboard and annotation 
scheme were developed to support facilitators and several 
computational predictors were identified that show statisti-
cally significant correlations with dialogue skills as ob-
served by human annotators.  

!  

Detecting Communication Skills.  
This paper describes efforts to identify time-based trends 
and interaction patterns in online deliberations and to eval-
uate participants’ disposition state and communication 
skills. Deliberation is when people carefully examine a 
problem and arrive at a “well-reasoned solution after a pe-
riod of inclusive, respectful consideration” (Gastil & 
Black, 2008). The Internet is not always a harmonious 
place; it fosters large numbers of transactions and interac-
tions and inevitably a percentage of these interactions en-
counter problems (Katsh & Wing, 2006). A growing need 
for novel dialogue, deliberation and dispute resolution pro-
cesses has become apparent. The current study seeks diag-
nostic predictors using text analysis tools (e.g., Coh-Metrix 
and LIWC) to structure dialogue and provide useful feed-
back to human facilitators. We tested the hypothesis that a 
statistically significant correlation exists between computa-
tional features and annotation-based skills that might help 
facilitators predict the state and skills of deliberators.  In 
other words, computer generated measures of online lin-
guistic and psychological features were correlated with 
human annotations of the same dialogue. One goal is to see 
which annotated states and skills we can train machine 
learning algorithms to categorize with reasonable accuracy 
in support of effective dialogue. 
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A facilitator dashboard (Figure 1) developed at UMass 
supports the definition, execution and analysis of social de-
liberation. It records participants’ online discourse through 
MEDIEM1 (top left) and displays text analysis alerts (top 
right). The dashboard will be used only by facilitators and 
will ultimately indicate when dialogues are proceeding 
well or when disputants are in trouble and an intervention 
(e.g., private caucus, verbal response) might help. 

Online Dispute Resolution and “Fourth Party” 
Through the generosity of collaborators like JuriPax  
(Workplace Grievances) and Net Neutrals (eBay)2 we ac-
quired authentic online deliberations. Online participants 

                                                
1 Mediem is available at http://idealogueinc.com/contact.html 
2  http://www.juripax.com/ and http://netneutrals.com/ 

 

Figure 1. The Draft Facilitator Dashboard. 
The dashboard records deliberations (top, left) and text analysis 

tools (top right) suggest participants’ skills along with above 
threshold activities that may require attention (bottom row).  

 
 
 
  



often discuss different options, make decisions, collaborate 
and in general go through processes that are analogous to 
face-to-face deliberative discussion (Black et al., 2011).  
Mediation, in which parties resolve their problem under the 
guidance of an acceptable third party, is an alternative way 
to solve conflicts. Online Dispute Resolution explores 
ways in which computer and communication technologies 
can facilitate dispute resolution while also decreasing the 
degree of human involvement (Katsch, 1996).3  The “third 

party” delivers instructions, questions, and other types of 
messages that resembled the manner in which a face-to-
face third party would interact with disputants. Technology 
is seen as a “fourth party” that focuses attention on capabil-
ities that machines have and that humans might not, e.g., to 
model and monitor dialogue and provide data (Katsh & 
Rifkin, 2002; Katsh b& Gaitenby, 2003).  

1. Research	  Method	  
We analyzed the Workplace Grievance and Faculty Delib-
erations described in Table 2. These dialogues were no 
longer being argued, meaning that they did not change dur-
ing the time of our analysis, making the annotation process 
manageable. 
 
During the Annotation Phase we used a newly developed 
Social Deliberative Coding Scheme, see Table 1 (Murray 
et al., 2012) to assess how well the parties achieved prob-
lem-solving tasks (analytic dimensions) and then analyzed 
aspects of relational communication (social dimensions) 
(Black et al., 2011). We collected 202 annotated segments 
from the Faculty and 217 from the Workplace discourse 
and performed an inter-rater reliability test for two human 
annotations, using Cohen’s Kappa statistics. The fair inter-
rater agreement (around 25%) highlights the difficulty of 
annotating deliberative skills from online disputation.  

                                                
3 Hundreds	   of	   thousands	   of	   disputes	   are	   handled	   online	   (see	  
http://odr.info/nodr/32	  and	  http://www.odr.info/node/78).	  

 
During the Analysis Phase each discourse was further ana-
lyzed using software packages, Linguistic Inquiry and 
Word Count (LIWC) and Coh-Metrix, to identify linguistic 
and rhetorical relations. LIWC (Pennebaker and Francis, 
1999) reports the percentage of words in a given text de-
voted to grammatical (e.g., articles, pronouns), or content 
categories (e.g., home, occupation, religion). Coh-Metrix 
provides an array of measures based on levels of words, 
syntax, situation model, rhetorical structure, genre and 
pragmatic communication (Graesser et al., 2004; McNama-
ra et al., 2006).  
 
Workplace Grievance: 524 segments, 60 posts, 2 parties, 1 mediator   
The director of a company can no longer work with an employee. She 
says he must be terminated and she can’t come to a solution with him. 
The employee says his boss wants to get rid of him and the place makes 
him sick. A human mediator supports both parties. 

Example Dispute: 
 “There are numerous examples where the employee loudly disagreed   
with proposed measures.”   (Provide evidence.) 
 “Ryker does not need to leave, but agreements need to be made about 
how to proceed further.”  (State issues) 

Faculty Deliberation: 507 segments, 71 posts, 15 parties,  no mediator 
Faculty from one academic community scheduled a conference that inter-
feres with another conference. The dialogue involves both communities to 
decide whether to reschedule the conference. By the end of the discussion 
four people have resigned. 

Example Dispute: 
 “I’m pleased to see this initiative.” (Acknowledge) 
 “I have no desire to be ruled.” “We do not want to be a part of that type 
of community.”   (Negative emotion) 
 “I am very disappointed in your decision;” “I will elect to spend my en-
ergies elsewhere and resign.” (Negative emotion) 

Table 1. Authentic online disputes and human annotations. 
 
When participants are in agreement, more informal lan-
guage may be used with features associated with every day 
oral conversation as in the beginning of the Faculty Dia-
logue when participants were appreciative and hopeful. By 
the end of the dialogue, many people had resigned and the 
rate of emotion, self-reflection and meta-summary had in-
creased. At the beginning of the conversation, Coh-Metrix 
detected high narrativity correlated with participants ques-
tioning the topic and providing acknowledgement. Howev-
er, when the conversation became difficult, as in the case 
of participants not agreeing, the language shifted to being 
more stilted with a serious slant and persuasion pitch.  
 
During the Correlation Phase, we evaluated the hypothe-
sis that features from LIWC and Coh-metrix will predict 
online participants’ skills as identified by human annota-
tors, Figure 2. The computational discourse features in-
cluded 25 features selected from 80 LIWC indices and 8 
features from over 100 Coh-Metrix indices. We carried out 
a correlation analysis between text analysis features and 

Annotation Deliberation Behavior 
 Question topic Ask questions to discover more. 
 Reflect back Explicit reflection of 

words or ideas  
 Back Refer-

ence  
Reference what another said, in-
cluding quoting, summarizing. 

 Solution A proposed solution, or suggest 
what participants should do  

 Negative emo-
tion 

Negative emotion about interlocu-
tors, or dialog process or topic; 
disrespect, insult; anger.   

 Mediate Suggestions about how interlocu-
tors should communicate. 

 Meta state-
ment 

Highlight or summarize, e.g.,  
consensus, disagreement. 

Table 1. Social Deliberative Coding Scheme  
A sample of the 46 annotations for online deliberation, 
some correlate with computational predictors (bold). 



 
 

 
 

each set of human annotations, in part because of the low 
inter-rater agreement between annotators. Using annota-
tions from a single annotator to identify correlations can 
sometimes find significant correlations by chance. Howev-
er, if significant correlations were present between dis-
course features and both sets of annotations, we would 
have more confidence to claim that those significant corre-
lations are not due to sampling errors and judgment biases. 
We call these correlations agreed correlations.  

Results 
We calculated statistically significant correlations between 
features detected by the text analysis tools and human an-
notations at the confidence level of 95%. We used a P val-
ue of 0.05 for the one-tailed significant test, meaning that 
we are 95% confident about rejecting the null hypothesis 
(i.e., no significant correlations exists). In Figure 2, double 

lines indicate agreed correlations, in that both inter-rater 
agreement between annotators agreed about the annota-
tions and dashed lines indicate significant correlations, but 
only for a single annotator.   Text analysis features for the 
Workplace Deliberation (Figures 2, left) can be seen as di-
agnostic predictors for the corresponding human annotated 
skills (right). In both Workplace and Faculty dialogues we 
found agreed correlations between discourse features and 
the human annotations of negative emotion about topic, re-
flect others, mediate and question topic. 
 
In the Workplace Deliberation, Figure 2, we found signifi-
cant agreed correlations between text analysis results and 
the human annotations of reflection of another (right), 
which were negatively correlated with question marks. 
Question marks are rarely used to quote and summarize 
messages from others. The human annotations of mediate 
were negatively correlated with negative emotion and 
question marks. Professional mediators are trained to be 

 

 
Figure 2. Workplace Dispute. Statistically significant correlations between text analysis (left) and human annotations (right) are indicated. 

Agreed correlation values are listed on the top/bottom of each double line and single correlations by dashed lines.  



neutral and impersonal and would use few negative emo-
tions. The human annotations of question topic were posi-
tively correlated with four predictors, question marks, nar-
rativity, referential cohesion, and temporal cohesion. The 
characteristics of narrativity are often present in oral lan-
guage where sentence constructions are easy for the audi-
ence to comprehend, such as shorter noun phrases, fewer 
words before the main verbs of main clauses, and fewer 
passive constructions. Referential cohesion characterizes to 
what extent content words and ideas are connected with 
each other. Questions about topics inevitably reference 
back ideas mentioned previously and thus can have a posi-
tive correlation with referential cohesion and temporal co-
hesion. And finally the human annotations of meta-
summation were positively correlated to 1st person plural; 
clearly the word “we” is used when participants summarize 
a consensus or conflict.  
 
Agreed correlations in the Faculty Deliberations (not 
shown) found significant correlation between negative 
emotion about topic, which were positively correlated to 
negative emotion and tentative, and quotation marks. Neg-
ative emotion, uncertain statements, and referencing back 
are likely to be used by participants when they present 
negative accounts of a topic. The human annotations of re-
flection of another were positively correlated to conjunc-
tion, which is frequently used to quote and summarize 
what others say. The human annotation of mediate was 
positively correlated with 1st person plural and cognitive 
process. Mediators inevitably use the word “we” and em-
ploy cognitive processes to learn the conflicts of disputant 
parties and make suggestions about how a conversation 
should proceed. 
 
The agreed correlations described above are domain de-
pendent, with only one predictor (question marks) positive-
ly correlated with question topics in both domains. We will 
use datasets from more domains to see if this phenomenon 
still persists.  
 

Discussion and Future Work 
We found significant correlation between computational 
deliberation predictors and human annotations for the same 
dialogue.  Our intention is to integrate such text analysis 
tools into a real-time dashboard that might enable facilita-
tors to manage several deliberations and gain a high level 
view of the nature of the discussion. One goal is to provide 
a high level view of the nature of deliberation and to deliv-
er alerts when deliberations are not proceeding well and 

when interventions might be useful. We have tested the ef-
fectiveness of a mock-up dashboard in a Wizard-of-Oz ex-
periment with college students (Murray et al., 2012). 
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